Some service providers offer services for which physical devices, terminals and servers are installed at the customer's site, e.g. in a hospital setting where physical terminals are installed in patient rooms and used for communication. These devices work together to provide the service, forming service workflows. Due to a recent trend where parts of the management system for such services is offloaded to cloud environments, such services can no longer be isolated in a private subnet, that is specifically dimensioned for its purpose. Part of the network flows must then pass over a larger section of the customer network, and the network load can increase as new services are added, or when services are upgraded. Because of this, it is important to determine whether there is sufficient network and server capacity in the customer network to add new service workflows before they are deployed, or before an existing service is upgraded, ensuring a sufficient level of quality can be guaranteed.
Introduction
Many service providers install and maintain servers and physical devices on a customer's site to provide a service. These devices and servers work together, ex-ecuting workflows that provide the service. When the service must be upgraded the devices must be replaced. Sometimes, the servers have hardware failures or have insufficient processing power, and must be replaced as well. This implies the service provider must dispatch technicians to carry out these changes onsite, making upgrading and maintaining the service offering costly for large customers, and prohibitively expensive for smaller customers. An example of such a service can be found in medical communications, where terminals are installed in hospital rooms and physical management servers are installed in the hospital. These devices are installed and maintained by a third-party service provider.
Traditionally, the on-site devices have been single-purpose, and built specifically to provide a small set of functionality. Currently, there is a trend to migrate to more generic devices, that can support a larger collection of features, and that can be mass-produced. This ensures the service offering can be updated without the need to replace any devices, and makes it possible to activate additional features at a later time. By moving management infrastructure to cloud environments rather than customer-site servers, it becomes easier manage and upgrade the service offering. This also makes it possible to make use of multi-tenancy for the management system, sharing a single management system instance between multiple clients. This can further lower the costs of providing services, as in such a system there no longer has to be a dedicated management instance running at all times for every individual client.
Offering multi-functional hardware and operating them using cloud computing, makes it easier and cheaper to upgrade the offered services, add new functionality, or to enable new services for customers. This in turn makes it possible to offer these services to smaller customers, for whom the cost of upgrading would have been prohibitive. This approach however also has an important downside. Originally, the devices, servers and network were specifically dimensioned to provide a specific service in a controlled environment. In this new configuration three major changes occur: 1) the load on the local network depends on the selected services, which can be changed during the system runtime, 2) as services may make use of cloud infrastructure, some service workflows must pass over a larger part of the customer network, and finally 3) as the configuration is done remotely, it is possible to deploy new services at runtime, without the need to visit the customer to install new servers or other devices. New services with varying network impacts can be rolled out more frequently, and these changes impact a larger part of the customer network. Because of this, it is important to create an access filter that can determine the impact on existing deployed services before new services are initialized, or upgraded. This problem is illustrated in Figure 1 .
For the considered cases the bottleneck is, both in terms of server capacity and network bandwidth, assumed to be in the customer network and the uplink between the customer network and the cloud environment. This assumption is made because the on-premise network and uplink typically have lower bandwidth than the network within the datacenter, even more so if high-bandwidth cloud instances are used, e.g. Amazon Cluster Compute Instances [1] .
We refer to the problem of determining the impact on the network of de- ploying services as the Network-Aware Impact Determination (NAID) problem. We previously considered this impact analysis problem for the specific use case where services may either not fail at any cost, or when they are continuously processing information [2] . This implies that services may only be activated if all service workflows can be activated at the same time. When it is rare for all services to be active at the same time, this is an excessive requirement, and greatly limits the number of services that can be permitted on a network. In such a case it would be preferable to support resource sharing within the network, ensuring more services can be activated. This makes it possible to activate more services on the network, but it may also cause resource conflicts. Therefore, an approach is needed where resource sharing is maximized while at the same time the number of resource conflicts is minimized. In this article, we present Shared Resource NAID (SRNAID), an extension to NAID which can be used to hierarchically structure workflows and achieve fine-grained control over resource sharing. We also propose a prioritization mechanism based on the NAID model to ensure important flows do not fail in case such resource conflicts occur.
In this article, we focus on network-aware impact analysis with support for resource sharing. We address three research questions: 1) How can resource sharing be incorporated when determining impacts of service workflows on a network during service deployment? 2) How can the resource conflicts occurring due to the sharing of resources be addressed at runtime, ensuring important services are impacted minimally? 3) How does the proposed approach perform, both in terms of service failures and in terms of performance? To this end, we first describe a SRNAID model for determining the impact of adding services with support of network and server resource sharing. To add more fine-grained control over the resource sharing, we define an approach where workflows are grouped in a hierarchy, and where resources are shared at multiple levels of this hierarchy. We then evaluate the SRNAID model using two use cases: a use case based on a Medical Communications (MC) application deployed in a hospital setting and a use case containing a varied collection of generated workflows.
While we focus on a medical communications use case in a partial cloud migration scenario, the designed algorithms can also be applied to general communications use cases, for instance in access control and home automation systems, and in scenarios where data is stored client-side due to compliance rules while (part of) the processing is done in a remote datacenter. Furthermore, the algorithms described may also be of use in multi-cloud deployment scenarios, and as a request admission filter in network function virtualization deployments.
In the next Section, we discuss related work. Afterwards, in Section 3, we discuss the basic NAID problem, which we extend to incorporate support for resource sharing in Section 4. In Section 5 we describe the conflict mitigation used to resolve resource conflicts during the simulation. The simulation setup is described in Section 6, and the results of our evaluations are presented in Section 7. Finally, we state our conclusions in Section 8.
Related work
Our approach to impact analysis is based on the use of network flow problems [3] . Multi-commodity flow problems [3] are a specific class of network problems that can be used to model various network-problems. Because of this, multi-commodity problems are commonly used in network management for solving various problems such as network routing problems [4, 5, 6] , virtual network allocation [7] , and design of fault-tolerant networks [8] . These approaches however work on the network level, and focus on routing flows from one network node to another. We on the other hand add service information to the input network, and focus on service-to-service routing: only the service that is executed matters, not where this service is executed, as long as server resource constraints are respected.
In our previous work [2] , we have described a similar network impact analysis framework. In this article, we extend the presented approach and algorithm to incorporate support for network resource sharing, significantly reducing the amount of bandwidth needed to accept multiple services and thus increasing the number of services that can be provisioned on a given network. In this article we also propose a hierarchical model to better structure and control the various groups of services between which resources are shared, improving the quality compared to a flat resource sharing approach. The conflict resolution algorithm, which is described in this article and is used in the evaluation of the resource sharing aware algorithm, also makes use of the NAID algorithm described in [2] .
Our approach differs from service selection as discussed in [9] , where the authors describe an approach for selecting third-party services, such as cloud infrastructure, based on cost and other quality metrics, which focuses on the viewpoint of a client requiring the best-fitting service. We by contrast focus on the viewpoint of a service provider, who needs to select which services can be provided to a client based on the client's network and server capacities.
The approach described in this article has similarities with the application placement problem [10] . Application placement is used to determine the location of applications within networks [10, 11, 12] or clouds [13, 14, 15] , taking into account the demand for each application. Application placement is used to coordinate applications. This work however focuses on the coordination of service workflows, rather than the management of individual services. In [16] networkaware placement of services is discussed, but the focus is the management of datacenters with specific layouts, so the techniques discussed cannot be directly applied to customer networks. Furthermore, the system assumes bandwidth is the only limitation, ignoring CPU limitations. Our approach however incorporates CPU limitations and can be applied to varying network layouts. In [11] and [17] , an application placement algorithm based on a conversion to a network problem is discussed, but the physical network is not taken into account. Our work by contrast specifically focuses on the underlying network.
Our approach further differs from application placement approaches as we assume that the services are already placed. We rather focus on determining which service workflows can successfully execute, given a specific configuration. Thus the approach discussed in this work can be used in conjunction with existing application placement techniques, the application placement techniques being used to determine the service locations, and the SRNAID algorithms to determine the achievable workflows taking into account these service locations. As our techniques can be used to determine bottlenecks, it could also be used to enrich existing placement techniques. Alternatively, it would be possible to extend the described formal model using decision variables to signify instantiation of services on servers to directly use it as an application placement system, but this is not the focus of this article.
The NAID problem is similar to the service matching problem [18] . As in [19] , we assume the service specification is known, but while the authors relax the capacity limit to achieve a polynomial time algorithm, we on the other hand focus specifically on these capacity constraints. By focusing on whether the required capacity for offering the services is present in the network, rather than on which specific service instances are used within the compositions, we similarly achieve polynomial time algorithms.
The problem we describe is the opposite of network dimensioning [20, 21] problems. Network dimensioning is used to determine the required network capacities for a given collection of services. Rather than dimensioning the network to be able to use a given number of services, we focus on determining the services that can be executed given a fixed network configuration. It would be possible to modify the model to use it to determine the minimal required network bandwidth for a given collection of services, and we use this approach to generate difficult problems in our evaluations. This is however not the focus of this article, and does not make it possible to incorporate network survivability, an important aspect for network dimensioning problems.
There are also similarities to the capacity assignment problem [22, 23] , where network capacity is assigned to services within networks. We however to not focus on how capacities are divided, but rather on whether there is sufficient capacity at any point in time to provide the service. Additionally, we also consider both the services themselves, and the servers on which they are executing, ensuring there is both sufficient network and service capacity.
Network-Aware Impact Determination
NAID can be used to determine the impact of workflows on each other. In this context, a workflow is defined as a chain of communicating services between which there is network demand. We have described the NAID problem and proposed various algorithms in our previous work [2] . In this section we present a brief summary of the basic NAID model. Some notational changes are introduced compared to our previous work to enable a more consistent presentation in the remainder of the article where we extend the model to support resource sharing.
We model the NAID problem by transforming the input into a graph problem where both servers and services are represented as nodes within the graph. This makes it possible to model the problem as a variation of the multi-commodity flow problem [4] . An advantage of this approach is that this problem can be solved using a Linear Programming (LP) solver, which as opposed to using Integer Linear Programming (ILP) solvers, do not result in exponential execution time complexity. Additionally, using an LP model, it becomes easier to make modifications to the model, e.g. to support non-linear service configurations. Within the graph, servers are interconnected based on their physical topology. Services are connected to servers on which they are running using two directed edges to represent incoming and outgoing streams of data to the service. We note that in this approach, routers and switches can be represented as server nodes on which no services are running. An example network is shown in Figure 2 .
When services communicate, there is a network flow between both, where one service is the source of the flow, while the other is the sink. A network flow from the source service to the sink service is then determined. This flow will always move over at least one server, even when both the source and sink service are running on the same server. When the services are running on different servers, the flow moves over the physical network between the servers on which the services are running. In the example in Figure 2 , a flow between services a 1 and a 2 must always move over the physical network (e.g. a 1 → s 1 → s 2 → a 2 ), while a flow between a 1 and a 3 does not have to move over the physical network as both nodes are hosted on server s 3 , but the flow still moves over the server on which the services are running, resulting in the flow a 1 → s 3 → a 3 . The NAID problem focuses on the available network capacity for services, and the amount of capacity that can be guaranteed for services. Figure 3a shows an illustrative workflow between services a 1 and a 2 for which 100% of the capacity can be guaranteed at all times. Adding a second flow, as illustrated in Figure 3b shows the impact of adding a second flow: in this example, only 50% of the network demand of both services can be guaranteed at all times. This guaranteed network share is formalized as the value z, a value that is commonly used for this value in multi-commodity flow literature. This z value represents the share of the demand that can be guaranteed for all workflows within the network. We define a separate z w value for every workflow, making it possible to determine the percentage of the demand for a specific workflow w that can be guaranteed within the given network and service configuration. Whether or not a z w value of less than 100% is acceptable for workflows such as those in Figure 3b depends on multiple factors:
• If one or both workflows may gracefully degrade, e.g. by reducing video quality if scalable video sources are used, or if delays are acceptable, a lower z value may be permitted.
• If the demand for the workflows fluctuates through time, it may be the case the probability of both requiring their maximum demand at the same time is small. In this scenario, resource conflicts could still occur, but depending on the probability of these conflicts occurring and their consequences the risk may be acceptable.
• If two workflows are guaranteed to never occur at the same time, e.g. as both use the same device at the same time for different purposes, there will never be a problem. While statically it is impossible to guarantee 100% capacity for both workflows in this scenario without taking this information into account, there will in practice never be resource conflicts making the configuration acceptable.
Making it possible to support these types of workflow interactions is an important motivation for the development of the SRNAID algorithm presented later on in the paper. The inputs and outputs of the SRNAID and NAID algorithms are illustrated in Figure 4 . In the remainder of this section we will formalize the NAID algorithm and model. In Section 4 we will then describe the SRNAID algorithm that extends the NAID model, taking workflow relations into account.
Base model: determining service workflow network impact
The NAID model contains a collection of nodes N that are either server nodes, contained in a subset S or application services A. These nodes can be connected using either directed edges, contained in the set D, or bidirectional edges, contained in the set B. These bidirectional edges are implemented as two directed edges, and for every edge b ∈ B, there is a corresponding edge cor(b) ∈ B , the set of corresponding edges. Together, these three collections of edges are contained in a collection of edges E.
A collection of service workflows W is defined. Every workflow w ∈ W is represented as a chain of services and demands, where each service implements a part of the workflow functionality. The workflow starts from an initial service, a w 1 and goes to the next service until a final service a w n is reached 1 . The bandwidth demand between two services is defined by the variable d w i,i+1 , which is specified for every pair of services a w i , a w i+1 within the workflow as illustrated in Equation (1) . Each pair of services within the workflow becomes a separate network flow going from a source to a sink node, which is referred to as a commodity within the multi-commodity flow problem.
The approach used to determine the demand between two services of a workflow, d w j,j+1 , is shown in Equations (2) and (3), and is dependent on a rate between incoming and outgoing flows, r out in (a) which is defined for every service a.
The optimization objective is to maximize the share of workflow demand that is allocated. That is, for every workflow w ∈ W there is a decision variable z w ∈ [0, 1] which indicates which share of the demand for workflow w that can be provided. If, for a workflow w, z w = 1, it means that the capacity demanded by it is available to it all of the time. If, on the other hand a lower z w value occurs, such as 0.5 it means that only 50% of the demand can be guaranteed at all times. This is not necessarily a problem as mentioned in the previous section: NAID does not take resource sharing into account, causing there to potentially be more resources available at runtime. If varying demands during runtime cause more resources to be available, or if the workflow is capable of scaling back resource requirements, the problem may be mitigated at runtime. The objective of the optimization is to maximize these z w values, resulting in the maximum possible quality. This is formulated using the following optimization criterion:
The model defines decision variables f(e, c), representing the network flow over an edge e ∈ E for a commodity c ∈ C. Using these edge flows, the net flow for a specific node and commodity combination can be determined. This net flow is the sum of all incoming flows minus the sum of all outgoing flows, and is shown in Equation (5) . For nodes that are not a source or sink, these net flows should be zero, as no flow may be lost within the network. For source nodes there is a negative flow as there is more outgoing flow than incoming flow. Similarly, sink nodes have a positive net flow. Every commodity flow has an incoming flow that is equal to the demand for the commodity, represented as d(c) which can be calculated as explained previously, multiplied by the share of the total workflow that is achieved, which is represented by z w . This is expressed in the flow conservation constraints shown in Equation (6) .
If n sink of c 0 Otherwise
Edges between servers are subject to a network link capacity constraint expressed in Equation (7) and Equation (8) for directional and bidirectional edges respectively. These capacities can be measured using existing bandwidth estimation approaches [24, 25, 26] and are used as an input for the model. Edges between servers and services represent the execution of a service on a server, and are subject to a CPU capacity constraint, which is determined for every server. This constraint is shown in Equation (9); note that only directed edges need to be taken into account here as service-server edges are always directed. In this expression, r
CP U in
(a) represents a ratio converting the used network bandwidth to a measure of CPU use.
∀e ∈ B ∩ S × S :
∀s ∈ S :
Workflows are a sequence of different execution steps: the incoming flow in a service is processed, and results in an outgoing flow from the service that is sent the next service. This is expressed in the workflow chain relation constraint shown in Equation (10) .
The service-server edges may only be used to provide flow going to the specific services, and may not be used for any other services. Because of this, two additional constraints, Equation (11) and Equation (12) are added to restrict respectively outgoing and incoming flows. In this formulation, a 1 and a 2 represent the source and the sink service of the commodity c. ∀c ∈ C : ∀a ∈ A : ∀s ∈ S : f((a, s), c) = 0 (unless a = a 1 ) (11) ∀c ∈ C : ∀a ∈ A : ∀s ∈ S : f((s, a), c) = 0 (unless a = a 2 )
An additional artificial service, a 0 is also added to ensure all workflows have an input flow. This is needed to correctly specify the CPU capacity constraint. As this service is artificial, the flow for any workflow commodity (a 0 , a w1 ) which starts in this service may not pass over server-server links. To enforce this, the constraint in Equation (13) is added for all e ∈ E of the type (s 1 , s 2 ) ∈ S 2 , and all commodities c ∈ C for which the flow starts in a 0 .
For performance reasons, we only consider the CPU constraints for servers active within the customer network, and not for physical devices or cloud nodes. This is possible as the considered physical devices are built to provide a limited collection of specific services, thus they are designed to be capable of providing these services. Within the cloud, additional computational capacity can be requested on-demand when insufficient resources are present.
Non-workflow service graphs
Within this article we focus on service workflows. In practice, coordinating services can however not always be represented as linear workflows, and arbitrary service configurations may need to be supported. These configurations can be represented as a graph where the nodes are services and the edges are the capacity demands between the services. For this reason, we refer to them as service graphs. A workflow is a service graph where a source and sink node have one outgoing and one incoming edge respectively, while all other nodes have both an incoming and an outgoing edge. Thus, service graphs are a generalization of the service workflow concept.
The approach discussed previously can be extended to support such configurations: in the model, it is possible to create multiple flows from a single source node, which is all that is needed to add support for arbitrary service graphs. Table 1 shows how three service graphs can be represented within the flow based model: the workflow (as presented in the previous section), a graph where one service interacts with multiple services, and a star service graph. The same approach can be used to represent more complex non-linear service graphs.
In general, these service graphs can be defined by defining a r out in (s a , s b ) variable for all services s a and s b that are connected in the service graph. This variable specifies the network demand between the two services. As illustrated in Table 1 , this value can then be specified based on the incoming flow within the service s a . If multiple flows enter a service, the outgoing flow can either be specified based on one of the incoming flows, or the sum of the incoming flows. 
Arbitrary service graphs can therefore be supported by the model. Within the evaluations in this article we however focus specifically on linear service workflows.
Shared Resource NAID
The model discussed in the previous section is useful in a context where service workflows are continuously transmitting or in contexts where a very high reliability is needed. For many use cases, not all services will be active at the same time, making it preferable to support resource sharing. This ensures more services will be allowed to be deployed, at the risk of resource conflicts occurring. In this section we discuss how resource sharing can be added to the NAID model by allowing workflows to partially ignore each others resource requirements. First, we will discuss network resource sharing, and subsequently we will discuss server resource sharing. In both cases we will make use of a hierarchical specification of services, where similar service workflows are grouped together. This hierarchical approach makes it possible to group workflows with similar properties together making it much easier to specify the relations between workflows, and making it possible to have fine-grained control over the degree by which workflows may ignore each others resource requirements.
Adding resource sharing: network edge sharing
To achieve network edge capacity sharing, we make use of two major changes to the previously specified NAID model: 1) capacity constraints are expressed per workflow and per edge, rather than just per edge, and 2) to achieve a finergrained control over the sharing of network capacity, the workflows are grouped in a hierarchy.
Within the NAID model, edge capacities are expressed using Equation (7). This expression is equivalent to Equation (14) , where it is expressed for every workflow. By then adding an overprovisioning factor OF , as illustrated in Equation (15), a rudimentary system for sharing resources on edges can be defined. When OF = 1, no network resource sharing will occur, ensuring that the network is overprovisioned and that all resources will be able to be executed at the same time. If OF < 1 sharing of network capacity between service workflows occurs.
∀e ∈ E, w ∈ W :
Using this approach, OF determines the degree to which other services are taken into account during optimization. An OF of 0 ensures that all other flows are ignored, while an OF of 1 results in the original equation of the NAID model where all workflows are fully taken into account and no sharing of resources occurs.
This approach is however not sufficient as all workflows are treated equally, offering only limited control. In practice different workflows can have different characteristics and probabilities of interfering with each other. To resolve this, we define a hierarchy containing workflows and groups of workflows. The leaves of this hierarchy are the workflows themselves, while inner nodes of the hierarchy group various workflows or other nodes together. An example is shown in Figure 5a , in this example a group g 1 contains three workflows w 1 , w 2 , and w 3 , Edge capacity
Virtual capacity (b) Network edge capacity sharing on different hierarchically specified levels. Hierarchical capacity sharing between edges ensures more capacity is available for individual workflows than physically present. The various workflows within a group share resources based on the characteristics of the group, such as the probability of occurring at the same time.
group g 2 contains two workflows, and the root group g r contains two groups g 1 and g 2 . Every element of the hierarchy is assigned an individual capacity for every edge, and resource sharing occurs within individual groups. This concept is illustrated in Figure 5b , and makes it possible to control the process of resource sharing for every service and on multiple levels. Formally, we define a collection of hierarchy nodes H that contains both all workflows, contained in the collection W, and all groups, contained in a collection G. Each group G ∈ G can contain multiple workflows or flow groups. Every h ∈ H, except for the root, is contained in exactly one group, creating the hierarchy. For the example in Figure 5a this results in the following collections:
To make use of capacity constraints per group, we first define the capacity assigned to a workflow on an edge. This is shown in Equation (16) for directed edges and in Equation (17) for bidirectional edges.
∀e ∈ B, w ∈ W : cap(e, w)
We also define a new decision variable cap(e, g) for all groups g ∈ G and all edges e ∈ E ∪ B. Finally, a constraint is defined for every group in the hierarchy, linking the capacity assigned to its children to its own capacity. For this we use an expression based on that of Equation (15) , but rather than defining it for the total set of commodities C it is used within individual groups. The resulting expression is shown in Equation (18) . This expression makes use of a factor OF G which is defined within a group. Every group can be assigned a different OF G value, depending on characteristics of the group.
As mentioned previously, the workflows and groups form a hierarchy. The root group, G r , has a capacity which is limited by the edge capacity. This is expressed in Equation (19) . Additionally, a constraint to ensure the final capacity remains larger than that used for individual workflows is also added. This constraint, shown in Equation (20) ensures that no individual flow can ever be larger than the network edge capacity.
f(e, G r ) = cap(e) (19) ∀c ∈ C : f(e, c) ≤ cap(e)
4.2. Adding resource sharing: server capacity sharing The server resource formulation which is included for all s ∈ S can be reformulated in a similar way to the transformation of network capacity limits. For this we first define an expression L CP U (s, w) which, for a workflow w ∈ W, determines the CPU load on the server:
By modifying the NAID model CPU constraint, Equation (9), to incorporate this L CP U formulation, Equation (21) can be obtained. This formulation is similar to that shown previously in Equation (21), and like in the previous section, an overprovisioning OF factor can be added as expressed in Equation (22) .
Analogous to how this was done in the previous section, we can now define this constraint for hierarchically specified groups. For every group G ∈ G and every server s ∈ S we define a new decision variable L CP U (s, G) representing the CPU capacity assigned to a group. The capacity of the root group G r is defined as equal to the CPU capacity of the server:
We now add flow group capacities and an overprovisioning factor, OF G , for every group, similar to how this was done in this in Section 4.1. The resulting constraint is shown in Equation (24) .
Runtime conflict management
When resources are shared between workflows, and the above SRNAID algorithm is used to determine whether services are allowed to be deployed, it is possible for resource conflicts to occur. These resource conflicts occur when, at a given time during the execution, there is more demand for resources than there are available. How these resource conflicts are handled depends on the services and workflows themselves, and these conflicts can be handled in multiple ways: 1) the workflows may execute in a reduced quality mode (e.g. by using lower bitrate video and audio), 2) the workflow execution may be delayed until there is sufficient capacity for its execution, or 3) the workflow may fail causing it to not be executed at all. Only the last two approaches can be used generically, and often delaying workflows may cause unacceptable delays causing them to fail as well. Therefore we focus on the last scenario. Often, some workflows are more important than others, making it important to develop a strategy for dynamically failing less important workflows to prevent these more important flows from failing. Whenever a new workflow is started, the system state must be reevaluated: it must be determined whether the workflow can be added to the system, or whether it conflicts with already existing workflows. If there is a conflict this must be resolved. To achieve this, we make used of a modified NAID algorithm which is used in a workflow addition algorithm.
Adding quality levels: class-aware NAID
An important part of the conflict mitigation algorithm is a class-aware NAID algorithm. This algorithm is based on the NAID model without resource sharing outlined in Section 3, but incorporates the concept of a workflow class, indicating the importance of the workflow. We refer to this algorithm as N AID * . By associating a class with workflows, we can prioritize the execution of important workflows compared to other, less important, workflows.
With every workflow w ∈ W we associate a value class(w) which represents the quality level or importance of the flow. A workflow with a low class value is deemed more important than a workflow with a higher class value, with the highest workflow quality level being 0. The N AID * algorithm takes one additional parameter compared to the regular NAID algorithm: w new , the workflow which is the newest workflow to be added to the system. Additionally, a collection of new constraints, shown in Equation (25) , is added:
This constraint ensures that, all workflows of the same or higher priority will be fully provided, and only lower-quality workflows may still fail. When running the N AID * algorithm, there are three possible outcomes:
1. Every z w value is 1. This implies all of the requested workflows can be provided. 2. Some z w values are less than 1. In this case some lower-priority workflows can not be provisioned correctly, but all of the workflows of the quality of w new and all workflows of higher quality can be fully provisioned.
3. The resulting model is infeasible and no configuration can be determined. This implies that it is impossible to provide the workflows of the current quality level and higher quality, and that at least one of these flows must be removed. In a runtime scenario where the N AID * algorithm is executed iteratively this is an interesting case, as if at a given point in time the result of N AID * execution is infeasible, and at the previous point it was feasible the infeasibility can be traced back to the last added workflow w new .
Note that this algorithm does not take resource sharing into account as only workflows that are active at a given point in time are taken into account.
Workflow addition algorithm
To add workflows to a given configuration, Algorithm 1 is used. The algorithm takes as input a set of active workflows, and a new workflow that is to be placed, and returns three possible values: 1) OK, which indicates that the workflow can be added without impacting the active workflows; 2) F ail, which indicates that the workflow can not be added, as it would negatively impact high-priority active workflows; and 3) Abort(abortedF lows), which indicates that the workflow can indeed be added, but that to do so the returned set of lower priority workflows must be aborted, causing those workflows to fail. The doPlace function first solves the N AID * algorithm which was mentioned in the previous section. If the N AID * formulation is infeasible, this implies that it is impossible to achieve a configuration where all workflows with the quality level of new and higher are successful, even if all lower quality flows are eliminated. Thus, the new flow may not be added and F ail is returned.
If N AID * succeeds, the workflows for which z w < 1 are determined. If there are none, OK is returned and the algorithm finished. If some workflows fail, the conflict will have to be mitigated. These failed flows are stored in the set f ail. At this stage it would be possible to return all the failed workflows and abort their execution, which would result in a feasible configuration. This configuration could however be suboptimal in two ways: 1) it could occur that multiple workflows are not entirely successful in the N AID * solution, but that removing only a single flow is sufficient to achieve a feasible configuration; or 2) it may be possible to resolve the conflict by aborting lower-priority flows than those present in the set f ail. For these reasons a separate mitigateConflict function is defined. The mitigateConflict function used to determine the set of workflows that are to be removed to resolve a resource conflict.
Algorithm 2 shows how resource conflicts are mitigated. First, the algorithm tries to resolve the conflict by removing the workflow that achieves the lowest z w value, referred to as worst, and trying to place that workflow with doPlace, assuming all other workflows, including the new one, are active. This can result in two possible responses 2 :
1. Abort: It is possible that the recursive call leads to a list of failed flows that must be aborted. By aborting these flows a feasible configuration can be determined. 2. F ail: This implies that workflow worst can not be placed in the configuration. We then retry adding the original workflow new using doPlace, but remove workflow worst from the active set of workflows.
Addition algorithm termination
The doPlace function makes use of the mitigateConflict function and vice versa, creating a recursive structure. To ensure the execution always terminates, we consider two values associated with every invocation of doPlace and mitigateConflict: class(new), the class of the newly added workflow, and |active|, the number of elements contained within the set active.
We first note that, if mitigateConflict is invoked from doPlace, the same active and new as used in the doPlace invocation are used, so we can focus specifically on the mitigateConflict function. The doPlace function is invoked at two points in mitigateConflict:
• The doPlace invocation on Line 2 tries to place the workflow worst. As worst had a z i value less than 1, this implies worst has a lower priority than new, and thus a higher class, as otherwise N AID * would have assigned z i value 1 to it because of the constraint in Equation (25) . This new invocation of doPlace thus works on a class of class(worst) > class(new). The number of workflows that is to be placed, |active| remains the same in this invocation.
• The doPlace invocation on Line 6 is executed using a set active \ {worst}.
As the resulting set contains one less item, it is of lower cardinality than in the previous iteration. As the workflow new that is placed is the same, class(new) remains the same for the invocation.
As the number of workflows that can exists is finite, there is a workflow w mc with the maximal class value class(w mc ) and thus the lowest priority. The minimal cardinality of a set is that of the empty set: |∅| = 0. Every invocation of mitigateConflict either increases class(new) by at least one in the next invocation of doPlace, or decreases |active| by one. As there is an upper limit to class(new) and a lower limit to |active| the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate in at most O(a + c) steps, where a = |active|, the number of active workflows, and c = class(wf mc ) − class(new), the number of workflow classes that exist that are higher than that of new.
Evaluation approach
The algorithms presented in this article were implemented using Scala [27], the models were implemented using the CPLEX [28] LP solver. To evaluate the approach we make use of two evaluation scenarios, where we evaluate the quality of the resulting network using discrete event simulation: a Medical Communications (MC) use case and a randomized scenario.
Medical communications use case
MC applications provide multiple communication services within hospitals and other care facilities such as nursing homes. While the cloud has many benefits related to manageability and scalability, a full migration is impossible as the services depend on locally installed hardware terminals. An important side effect of a cloud migration is the increasing impact on the client network, which often uses older hardware and has only limited capacity. Despite this, it is vital that services can be executed uninterrupted, making it important to determine whether services will impact each other before they are deployed. For this, we use the SRNAID approach. The considered MC use case provides three separate services, Nurse Call (NC), Voice over IP (VoIP) and video. The primary and most important functionality is NC, which is provided using terminals and buttons installed in rooms that can be used by patients to call hospital personnel. This important service is subject to strict quality and compliance rules, but requires only limited amounts of network bandwidth. VoIP and video are also offered as add-on services, but while they require significantly more network bandwidth, the impact of failing to provide the service is less severe. Within this system, various workflows exist to provide the three services. Each of these workflows represents a single part of the service, e.g. a patient initiating a NC or a nurse initiating a VoIP call.
To provide the services, three types of devices are installed at the customer's site: controllers, handheld mobile devices and terminals. These devices communicate with each other, and with a remote cloud environment. The customer The network set-up is shown in Figure 6 . For the quality evaluations a small hospital is used with two buildings, three floors per building, and ten leaf nodes. Within the system, there are three types of service workflows, which are shown in Table 2 . The workflows connect end user terminals with a local controller, and for compliance and logging reasons a reduced version of the stream is sent to a cloud-hosted management component. For each of the workflows we determine a network load, a start distribution and a duration distribution. The start distribution determines the next time when the workflow will be started, while the duration distribution determines how long a workflow will require resources once it has been activated.
The start distribution of each of the workflows is exponential which is chosen as it describes events that occur continuously and independently at a defined rate. For NC, the duration of the workflow is normally distributed as this is an automated process For the other workflows an Erlang distribution is used, as the distribution of the duration of VoIP and video workflows are similar to that of phone calls, for which an Erlang distribution is a good fit. The parameters for the various distributions are based on input from industry partners. These parameters can vary based on the type of facility, as e.g. hospitals typically have more frequent invocations compared to retirement homes.
The service hierarchy used in the SRNAID algorithm contains three levels. There is the root level root, which contains three groups for the three service types, N C, V oIP and V ideo. Finally, the three groups each contain all of the workflows that are defined for the respective services.
Generated use case
We also consider a second use case containing a larger variety of different randomly generated workflows to determine how the algorithms behave when there is a higher variety in workflows and when data and server intensive workflows interact. In this scenario, we generate a large collection of workflows which we deploy on the previously discussed client network. These workflows have random length and load characteristics, and can be divided into two types: Server Intensive (SI) workflows that require many server resources and limited network resources, and Data Intensive (DI) workflows that require more network resources and less server resources. The parameters used for both workflow types are shown in Table 3 . Every workflow is generated with randomized length and resource requirements. For every service contained in a workflow, the number of nodes on which it may run is chosen at random using a non-negative normal distribution with mean 1 and σ = 10 ensuring it can only run on a limited number of servers. There is a 30% probability that a service may be allocated on the cloud, the other nodes on which the service may run are selected at random from the edge nodes present in the network. The occurrence frequency of the workflows is exponential and depends on a parameter α representing the average number of occurrences within an interval of duration t. The α parameters are equal for all workflows of the same type, and are thus specified separately for SI and DI workflows, represented as α SI and α DI . The time interval t is chosen randomly for every workflow. By modifying the α parameters, the occurrence frequency of DI and SI workflows can be modified. Half of the workflows of each type are marked as a high priority workflow, the other flows are marked as low priority.
Like in the MC scenario, the service hierarchy in the generated scenario contains three levels. At the top of the tree, there is a level root with contains the SI and DI service types represented as SI and DI. Finally, these two groups contain the corresponding workflow instances. This results in three parameters OF root , OF SI and OF DI .
Simulation approach
The simulation environment contains a collection of start and stop events, that are queued. A timestamp is associated with each of the events, and they are processed in-order. When a stop event is processed, a new start event is generated denoting when the service is activated next. When a start event is processed, the workflow is added using the doPlace algorithm explained in Section 5, and based on the result of the algorithm execution the workflow is either added to the set of active services, the workflow is not started, or other workflows are aborted. Based on the resulting state, the required collection of start and stop events are generated. The events can then be analyzed to determine the percentage of workflows that were correctly executed, that were aborted, and that were not executed can be determined.
The SRNAID problem is used to determine whether services can be added to the system, and whether their activation could result in problems. To evaluate the algorithm, we require a difficult problem model, where enough services are active, and where there is little remaining network capacity, as otherwise there would never be a conflict: activating a collection of low-bandwidth services in a high-bandwidth network will never be a problem. Because of this, we use the SRNAID model to determine a minimally dimensioned network. We achieve this by, rather than maximizing the achieved z w values, instead minimizing the total network resources while every z w is assigned value 1.
The resulting network resource configuration is the network with the smallest network capacities that, for the given services, still allows all of them to run. Using this hardest network, we can then simulate the use of the services for an extended period of time to determine the amount of violations, which can be used to determine the number of service workflows that fail. This approach can be used to determine the worst-case failures: any possible network that is accepted must have at least the same amount of capacity. If the network has higher capacity, the services will still be accepted, and failure rates will decrease.
Evaluation

Quality
Medical communication use case
We first evaluate the quality of the SRNAID algorithm by simulating the execution of a collection of workflows, and measuring the number of resource conflicts that occur. As mentioned, the networks are dimensioned using a modified SRNAID execution where network capacities are minimized, resulting in the tightest network where the regular SRNAID algorithm can still accept all workflows. In the simulation, four parameters can be changed: OF root , OF N C , OF V oiP , and OF video . These values correspond to the overprovisioning factors for the root of the hierarchy and each of the three services. We also compare our results with a simpler flat, non-hierarchical approach, where only a single OF is used. For every parameter configuration, three weeks of execution were simulated based on the hospital layout described in the previous section.
In Figure 7 , the failure rates are shown in a scenario where all OF factors are equal. We refer to this scenario as EqualOF . When this OF factor is zero, all resources are shared, implying every network edge only has enough capacity to provide for a single video workflow (as video requires most bandwidth). As can be observed, the failure rate for video flows is extremely high, and there is also a high failure rate of VoIP calls. This is to be expected: as there is only bandwidth for running a single video flow, starting any other workflow will cause the video flow to fail. Despite this very low capacity, there are still relatively few failures for the critical NC service due to its lower network demand and as the conflict management ensures it is preferred. As the common OF factor is increased, the number of failures decreases. Once OF ≥ 0.2, all NC calls succeed, but VoIP failures only stop once OF ≥ 0.9, and at this point there are still some rare video flow failures.
Another choice of OF values is the F ixedRoot approach. This approach is similar to EqualOF , but the root factor OF root is assigned value 1. Intuitively, we can explain the F ixedRoot approach as follows: we share resources between services of every service type, to ensure less network resources are needed, but assign a fixed amount of resources to the services themselves to ensure they minimally interfere with each other. As can be seen in Figure 8 the fail rates are noticeably lower: once the OF values of the three services exceeds 0.3 no more failures occur in any service.
Finally, we consider a last approach, F lat, which does not make use of service hierarchies and considers all services equally, making use of only a single overprovisioning factor OF . The fail rates of this approach are shown in Figure 9 , and are similar to those of EqualOF .
The required network capacity for the three approaches is shown in Figure 10 . We observe that for the same choice of OF a similar cost is achieved, with the EqualOF approach requiring the lowest amount of capacity, while the F ixedRoot approach requires most resources. This is to be expected as the EqualOF shares resources twice, once for level in the hierarchy, while the F ixedRoot and F lat approaches only share resources once. As the OF root = 1 in the F ixedRoot approach, there is slightly less resource sharing compared to the F lat approach, which is why it requires more resources. The case where OF root = OF N C = OF V oIP = OF video = 1 corresponds to the regular NAID approach without resource sharing; in this case there can be no failure of workflows. When combined with the failure rates, we can conclude that the hierarchical approach using fixed OF root , F ixedRoot, performs best, requiring only between 10 and 12MBps of network capacity to function without any failures, while the F lat and EqualOF approaches both require 18MBps of network capacity to achieve similar results. The latter network capacities are only slightly less than the required network capacity for the algorithm without resource sharing, which is 19MBps. For the considered cases, the F ixedRoot approach requires 42% less resources than an approach without resource sharing, while still achieving similar qualitative results. The F ixedRoot approach also requires 38% less resources compared to the F lat and EqualOF approaches to achieve similar results.
Using hierarchies to increase control of the resource sharing can thus greatly increase the number of services that can be allowed on a system, while at the same time also increasing the quality these services can achieve: the F ixedRoot approach both needs less bandwidth and achieves better quality results than the F lat approach where no service hierarchies are used. The choice of parameters in the hierarchy is important, as evidenced by the worse results of the EqualOF approach. 
Generated use case
We evaluate the SRNAID algorithm using the generated use case for various service frequencies α DI and α SI to determine the effect of the distribution of server and data intensive workflows. We consider three scenarios: (1) a Server Intensive (SI) scenario (α SI = 9, α DI = 1), (2) a Data Intensive (DI) scenario (α SI = 1, α DI = 9), and (3) a balanced scenario (α SI = 5, α DI = 5). In the first scenario, SI workflows activate on average 9 times every time interval while the DI workflows only activate once every time interval. In the second scenario, the opposite happens while in the final scenario both workflow types activate on average 5 times during every time interval.
In Figure 11 , the total network cost for various OF root , OF DI and OF SI combinations is shown. The markings show the OF values where any of the workflows failed during the simulation for any of the three scenarios (DI, SI or balanced). We observe that increasing OF root has a limited impact on both cost and quality compared to increasing OF DI and OF SI . Using OF DI = OF SI = 0.3 no failures occur in any of the simulations, irrespective of the chosen OF root . With OF DI = OF SI = 0.2 failures still occur sporadically, but only for DI workflows in the DI scenario (with a failure rate of less than 1%). For lower OF values, failures occur frequently for DI workflows in all scenarios. SI workflows only fail during simulation in the cases where OF DI = OF SI = 0. Figure 12 compares the workflow failure percentages for the three scenarios for a heavily underprovisioned network with OF DI = OF SI = 0 where failures of every workflow type occur. We observe that the SI workflows generally have lower failure rates compared to DI workflows, and that high priority workflows fail less frequently than low priority workflows. The SI scenario results in the lowest failure rate for all workflow types, while the DI scenario results in the highest number of failures. As was shown in Figure 11 , increasing the OF values quickly reduces the failure rates until no failures occur during simulation. Without resource sharing, 67GBps network capacity is needed for provisioning all workflows. Using resource sharing, a significant reduction in resources can be achieved resulting in a total network demand of 32GBps without any failures during simulation, resulting in a capacity reduction of ±52% compared to an approach without resource sharing. If infrequent workflow failure is tolerated, the total network capacity can be further reduced to 26GBps resulting in a capacity reduction of ±61% compared to an approach without resource sharing.
This evaluation shows that the model can incorporate both network and server resource demand. It is however clear that network constraints are more stringent and result in more failures than server resource constraints. This is not surprising, as when there is sufficient capacity for most DI flows, there will almost always be sufficient residual network resources for the lower network demand required for the SI flows, even if the services used in the workflow are allocated further apart. This implies that, as long as there is a service where the service may run, wherever it is located within the network, there is likely to be sufficient network capacity between them for these workflows.
Execution speed
The execution speed of the SRNAID algorithm was evaluated using a server with dual-socket quad-core Intel Xeon L5420 processor and 16GB RAM. The base evaluation setup is the same as the that of the MC use case, but we incrementally increase the number of leaf nodes, resulting in an increase of active workflows. We make use of the F ixedRoot approach as this yields the highest quality at the lowest resource requirement. The OF factors for the SRNAID The results of this evaluation are shown in Figure 13 , where the performance of the SRNAID algorithm is shown for increasing numbers of workflows. The SRNAID algorithm is executed four times, for input problems with varying edge capacities in {10 1 , 10 2 , 10 3 , 10 4 KBps}. These varying capacities can impact the problem complexity, as it is easier to find a good solution if much network capacity is present. We incrementally increase the number of terminals per floor, which results in an increase in the number of possible workflows.
It can be seen in the Figure that the execution time of the algorithm increases as the number of workflows increases. The algorithms with limited network capacity (10 1 and 10 2 KBps) require more time to run than the algorithms with higher network bandwidths (10 4 KBps) as it is more difficult determine a result that respects all of the constraints. This is especially noticeable for the scenario where there is 10 3 KBps network capacity is available: for smaller numbers of workflows, there is sufficient capacity making it perform similar to the case where there is 10 4 KBps of network capacity per edge. As the demand increases due to the increasing number of workflows, network capacity becomes a bottleneck, causing it to then start behaving like the problems with less available bandwidth.
When 500 workflows are active, the evaluations with more available bandwidth require only 16% of the execution time of the lower bandwidth algorithms. This difference can be explained, as when more bandwidth is available, it is much easier for the ILP solver to find a solution where every workflow can be completely executed. When there is insufficient bandwidth, it becomes more difficult to find the optimal solution, maximally satisfying the amount of allocated capacity. This is an interesting property, as when the SRNAID algorithm is used as an admission filter, it will mainly be used to validate the configuration: there will usually be sufficient capacity to execute all workflows, resulting in more favorable execution speeds. The worst-case performance will only occur in highly bandwidth constrained scenarios.
Algorithm scalability
As observed from Figure 13 , the performance of the SRNAID algorithm is best when there is sufficient network and server capacity for all of the service workflows, making the impact analysis run faster. This has interesting consequences: if a workflow is deployed in a scenario where there is sufficient capacity, the SRNAID algorithm will finish quicker resulting in limited overhead. If there is less capacity, the algorithm will need more time to run. Thus, the SRNAID results in limited overhead if there is sufficient capacity, and only requires more execution time when it is actually important to run it to ensure there will be no service failures.
It is also important to note that the impact analysis is a step that is executed when new services are instantiated, a process which currently takes multiple days, making the process less sensitive to time constraints. A final consideration is that applying network impact analysis is more important for smaller client deployments, where the quality of the networks tends to be lower. In these cases, the number of workflows is usually limited to ±100 workflows. These factors make the long algorithm execution duration not prohibitive for the algorithm's use.
Despite these considerations, it is desirable to improve the scalability of the SRNAID algorithm to make it possible to obtain faster feedback. To improve the scalability of the approach when larger networks are used, it is possible to segment the input network, decomposing the problem network in separate networks, and statically dividing overlapping components between the networks. For the evaluation scenario, this can be easily done by considering both buildings within the simulation separately, leaving only the cloud uplink as a shared edge between both subproblems. Due to the symmetry in the problem model, the capacity of this shared edge can be divided equally between both subproblems. We will refer to this algorithm as the SR SPLIT algorithm. Two variants of the SR SPLIT algorithm can be discerned: SR SPLIT seq , where the SRNAID algorithm is invoked sequentially on the subproblems, and the SR SPLIT par algorithm where both algorithms are executed in parallel on separate computation nodes. This approach is generally applicable to all input networks, but simulations may be needed to determine an optimal division of shared edges between subproblems if the input network is not symmetrical. needing about half the time to run compared to the SR SPLIT seq algorithm. The latter is to be expected as the network was split into two parts.
The impact on the total network requirement, calculated as discussed in Section 7.1 is negligible for this scenario: only 0.035% more network capacity is needed. The impact on the shared edge itself is however larger: there, a capacity increase of 4.6% is observed, which implies that for these edges there will need to be 4.6% overprovisioning compared to the SRNAID approach. Splitting the network into more subnets further increases parallelism and reduces the subproblem size, and is expected to further increase the execution speed if needed. As in such a scenario there are more shared edges, the amount of resources needed by the algorithm to accept a service configuration will however further increase.
Conclusions
In this article, we discussed how resource sharing can be incorporated when determining impacts of service workflows on a network during service deployment by defining a model that allows service workflows to partially ignore other workflows. By hierarchically specifying groups of workflows, fine-grained control over the resource sharing can be achieved, increasing the quality of resulting configurations. We also specified a runtime conflict management algorithm that can be used to resolve resource conflicts when resource conflicts occur during runtime. By assigning a priority to different workflows, the successful execution of important workflows can be ensured. We found that, when suitable hierarchy parameters are determined through simulation, the presented hierarchical SRNAID algorithm requires ±42% and ±52% less resources than an approach without resource sharing for two evaluation use cases, without any workflow failures occurring during runtime. We also discussed how the scalability of the algorithm may be improved.
We focused on the application of the SRNAID algorithm as an admission filter, where it is used to determine whether services with high-availability requirements can be provided on a given network. In the future, the SRNAID approach could also be used for a what-if analysis, determining which additional hardware and network resources are required for providing a service, making it easier accurately predict the cost of implementing additional or new services. In future work, the presented model can also be adapted for resource allocation, determining which servers and devices are responsible for which services.
